Cyprian Kamil Norwid

**Fatum**

I
Jak dziki zwierz przyszło N i e s z c z ś c i e do człowieka
I zatopiło weł fatalne oczy. . .
- Czeka - -
Czy, człowiek, zboczy?
II
Lecz on odejrzał mu, jak gdy artysta
Mierzy swojego kształt modelu;
I spostrzegło, że on patrzy – c o? skorzysta
Na swym nieprzyjacielu:
I zachwiało się całą postaci waga
- - I nie ma go!

**Fate**

I
Such beastly Anguish, human-baiting,
With fateful eyes transfixed its prey. . .
- Waiting - -
Now will he turn away?
II
Instead the stare was fair returned,
As artists size up subjects top to toe;
Aware the human had discerned -
What gain he’d draw
from such a foe,
It shuddered to its very core
- - And it’s no more!

*Translated by Patrick Corness*

W Weronie

1
Nad Kapuletic i Montekich domem,
Splaikane deszczem, poruszone gromem,
Łagodne oko błękitu -

2
Patrzy na gruzie nieprzyjaznych grodów
Na rozwalone bramy do ogródów,
I gwiazdę zrzucza ze szczytu -

3
Cyprysy mówią, że to dla Juliety,
Że dla Romea ta Iza znad planety
Spada – i groby przecieka:

4
A ludzie mówią, i mówią uczenie,
Że to nie Izy są, ale że kamienie,
I – że nikt na nie nie czeka!
In Verona

1
On Capulets’ and Montagues’ domains,
A thunder-struck sky, refreshed by rains
Looks down with a benign blue eye -
2
Surveys the ruins of feuding estates,
The shattered remains of their garden gates,
And casts a star from up on high -
3
The cypresses say on Juliet’s head,
And Romeo’s, a cosmic tear is shed,
And down into their graves it seeps:
4
But people say in learned tones
No tears are these, they’re only stones,
And no one a vigil there keeps.

Translated by Patrick Corness

Poland, the European Union, and the Euro
An Uncertain Landscape
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Poland’s membership in the European Union has implied eventual acceptance of the euro as Poland’s national currency. It is now apparent that after many fits and starts, the two issues may not be inextricably bound together. In fact, Poland may continue its EU membership and still not convert to the use of the euro any time soon. How did Poland reach this juncture of policy and reality?

Since Poland joined the EU on May 1, 2004, even the most hard-line Eurosceptics, especially in the important agricultural sector, have had to admit that Poland has benefited from membership. On the political side, Poland now participates in certain decisions at the EU ministerial level, signaling Poland’s return to Europe as a full and participating member. This change in perspective was expressed by Polish Foreign Minister Radek Sikorski in an optimistic way: “We have reaffirmed our status as a heavyweight member state. We changed Poland’s image from a country that only benefits from the EU to a country that—true—benefits, but also inspires others to act. Today when others think of Poland, they think of economic growth, a modern country, and effective governance—we have become a partner worth courting.”[1]

Poland has also reaped benefits on the economic front in the form of transfers from Brussels to Warsaw. From May 2004 through February 2012, Poland received a net total of 39 billion euros from the EU. Writing for the Warsaw Voice, Andrzej Ratajczyk estimates that Poland will be eventually be the beneficiary of over 80 billion euros from various EU funding sources.[2] In fact, Poland has been the largest beneficiary of EU funding to date. Poland has gained access to both EU structural and cohesion funds. During the past seven years the Polish economy has grown faster than any other economy within the EU, recording a growth rate of over 30 percent; the EU-27 economy grew at a mere 6 percent over this same period, reflecting a severe economic downturn. Estimated GDP rise for 2012 is 2.4 percent (the first quarter of 2012 showed a growth of 3.5 percent)—still the fastest growth recorded in the European Union.[3] In the period between accession in 2004 and 2012, Poland has continued to be an attractive location for foreign direct investment, the combined value of which now exceeds 160 billion euros. In the previously quoted article Economist reports: “The free-floating zloty was an advantage in the financial crisis. A weaker currency supported exports and foreign investments; it also raised the value of EU funds, which are euro denominated.”

Other indicators point to strong economic progress as well. Polish exports have nearly tripled from 47.5 billion euros in 2003 (approximately $60.61) to 136 billion euros in 2011 (approximately $173.53 billion). The EU is now Poland’s main trading partner accounting for 78.6 percent of Poland’s exports and 58.8 percent of Poland’s imports. Wages for Polish workers have grown by one-third since 2004, but are still only one-third of the EU average. In 2011 Eurostat reported that the average gross wage in Poland was equivalent to 800 euros per month ($1,020.80), or 33 percent higher than wages recorded in 2005. The average gross wages in the EU was 2,177 euros per month (approximately $2,758 a month), which grew by 11.5 percent since 2004. However, these are Purchasing Power Parity figures; the actual dollar amount is lower. In actual dollars Poland’s GDP per person is three and a half times lower than that in neighboring Germany and one of the lowest in the EU: $12,480 in Poland versus $43,980 in Germany.[4]

Polish agriculture—initially the most skeptical of all economic sectors regarding EU membership—has